Friday, September 26, 2014

3:57 PM

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

Massive Awareness about inventing something on your BDay!
Modified vitamin D shows promise as treatment for
pancreatic cancer. A synthetic derivative of vitamin D was
found by Salk Institute researchers to collapse the barrier of
cells shielding pancreatic tumors, making this seemingly
impenetrable cancer much more susceptible... Cook will
email Salk an iApp for French "MacBook Air Ride School
Buses!"... Tim Cook... get the cure for Pancreatic cancer,
think on this One! I Phone 6 Plus will be your "Drivers
License," "Dash Cam" BP, pulse tracker, GPS alert, "Black Box"
Invention Projects advisor that analyzes every medical
article + book ever written for the "Animal Farm" "Windmill"
Godsend the Pentagon gave all this to Mecca for MIT Drones
+ JFK Super Carriers, not Super Shuttles!

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!
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On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... analyze them 1984 II Numb
Nuts as "OJ" clones with $777 Trillion. Somewhere on Earth a
kid will be left in a hot car + die when the 1980
ElectricWindmillCar would have A/C 24/7 "No Head-On
Collisions Inventions..." "Paris Fog" at 55 mph + no collisions,
laser guided, motion detection, speed control by an iApp
and other high tech invention that millions of people would
have added to over the years from its "birth" in 1980. On
9-27-14 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators world wide will be
driven around in a gasoline car because they wanted $777
Trillion instead of a car that can drive in the "Fog" at 55
mph with no crashes on the Paris Freeways!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... analyze no gas stations!
Should have been Today, Too but for $777 Trillion! 1 Trillion
NASA Made cans of H @ -254 C will be the start of Star Travels
by NASA!

52 Nearest Stars each with its own Aliens. A unique sets of
abilities that together overcome a number of obstacles to
Star Travels. 1. Gas Lobotomy replaces Gas Stations and $4
gasoline!
Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale
Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel
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Key West Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel
Tower Structure! 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777
Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.

Quarter for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale
Key West Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure
should be built today 6-1-14 as Greg flew into Key West with
$777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West Medical School on
3-4-2011.
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... 9-27-14 "No Head-On
Collisions Inventions..." laser guided 2014
ElectricWindmillFord Escort! Lost for group cheering of the
ISIS building blown up on live MSNBC.
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BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!

9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... 9-27-14 "No Head-On
Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry heroin
overdose antidotes!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... 9-27-14 "No Head-On
Collisions Inventions..." NYPD officers to carry "Drunken"
sober you up antidotes!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Someone will be thinking
about the "Gravity Engine" in Chapter 1 of a Futuristic Novel
being written by a class at the Hemingway House!

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... $777 Trillion dollars Puts
"Them" our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators... above the laws of
God. Jews have used the Godsend ElectricWindmillFord Escort
to kill farmers picking olives! FBI director says iOS and
Android privacy features put users 'above the law' FBI
director says iOS and Android privacy features put users
'above the law' FBI Director James Comey on Thursday
responded to the latest attempts from Apple and Google to
lock down their respective mobile operating systems, saying
he is "very concerned" that the new systems limit or prohibit
deemed lawful government access.
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Attorney General Eric
Holder's resignation was not because 100 kids died left in
hot cars in the summer of 2014.
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... The NY Times Today +
Tomorrow. "After a G.M. Recall, a Fiery Crash and a Payout"
By HILARY STOUT Hillary + Bill will be convicted of "Mass
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By HILARY STOUT Hillary + Bill will be convicted of "Mass
Murder" letting 100 kids die in hot cars every summer! 800
th Fiery Cop Car Crash happened on Hillary's BDay she
celebrated the $1 Trillion kick back from the Saudi King!
Bill + Melinda Gates will have to answer to 100 kids left in
hot cars to die from Bills 1st day at Microsoft to his last day
at Microsoft.

9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... F-22 Raptor Carried US Flag
on Maiden Combat Mission Into Syria, Pilot Road Rage as
the Pilot wanted to fire his missiles at the $100 Billion dollar
Saudi Prince's home... Palace with US Sex Slaves sold by Bush!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Driver dies after pedestrian
bridge collapses onto Detroit freeway... Laser Guided 2014
Model of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort would have added
to the state of the arts of Pedestrian bridges as they are over
or under 99% of US intersections in the Futuristic
Hemingway Novel being written at the writing class at
Hemingway House.

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Apple will consume 25% of
all DRAM in the world next year. Greg better start an
invention project iApp for DRAM for a BDay invention
project! 100 Day Battery iApp Invent too I better get a
Pardon for a BDay Gift from 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators,
better cure their syphilis of the brain too.
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Gallows Humor + Wow its hot
getting into the car Humor from Comcast... ISIS Cancer
Grows: Militants Bring Beheadings to Afghanistan. Cancer
Grows as ISIS is cancer. I don't think the 100 women at NBC
who will die of breast cancer because the ISIS war see the
Gallows Humor in calling ISIS a cancer. Which it's not!
Breast Cancer is a Cancer! Gallows!! NBCNews.com Staff
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Invention Project for lost
remote, keys, iPhone 6 Plus, Increase the chances of
recovering your lost iPhone by enabling 'Send Last Location'
in iOS 8 Increase the chances of recovering your lost iPhone
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in iOS 8 Increase the chances of recovering your lost iPhone
by enabling 'Send Last Location' in iOS 8 A new and
potentially crucial feature in iOS 8 allows an iPhone or iPad
to send out its last-known location just before the device's
battery dies, increasing the chances that a user might be
able to recover their lost Apple product.

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... iApp for Kidney Dialysis
Eradicated from the face of the Earth in 2015 is possible if we
get to drive the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Focus, grin.
Overnight Miracle cure for Kidney Dialysis would be an
executive 1984 II order, for Mandatory Organ Donation.
Why Not? I have asked myself Why Not 1 trillion times and I
think the makers of the Kidney Dialysis Machines are "Bad
People who would leave you for dead at the Green Parrot Bar
+ Gas Station. These guys sucker punch the women at a gas
station hole up out of spite like a "OJ" 2000 Miami sucker
punching Mary B. in a gas station hold up Kidney failure
typically leads to people regularly wasting a great deal of
their time being tethered to a dialysis machine. Though
they’re life savers, dialysis machines have not kept up with
much of the rest of the medical device industry in getting
smaller, more portable, and easier to use. Things may be
about to change, though, as a new wearable dialysis system
is about to be tested in a clinical trial in the U.S. The
Wearable Artificial Kidney (WAK), as it’s called, looks like a
disassembled traditional dialysis machine whose parts have
been slapped onto to a large belt for carrying around the
torso.
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the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!
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your BDay!
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow... Kids who rode the "MacBook
Air Ride School Bus" will keep track of their blood like no one
ever imagined, no one today ever imagined but for 4 MD
women at Yale, grin. Microvisk (Denbighshire, Wales) won
European CE Mark approval for the CoagMax PT/INR blood
clotting analyzer that uses a novel micro electro
mechanical (MEMS) component at the core of its sensor. The
CoagMax uses disposable strips that have a tiny cantilever
built in. By applying an electric current coming from the
device, the cantilever is made to flap at a regular rate. As
blood is introduced to the cantilever and is allowed to being
coagulated, the CoagMax measures the frequency of the
cantilever’s flapping. The changing rate indicates the speed
at which blood is coagulating, providing a quick and
reliable measurement that can be used by to decide whether
or not to take blood thinners or other drugs that may affect
the blood. Though the device can probably be used
professionally by clinicians, it looks like the company is
aiming directly at patients that want to keep a close eye on
how drugs may be affecting their blood status.
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow...
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow...

9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow...
BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!

9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow...
9-26-14 67 th BDay Tomorrow...

Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
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Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082

BDay "The School Bus" vs "The MacBook Air Ride School Bus"
the latter can dissect breast cancer down to the quarks spin!
On the way to school and on the way home!

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on
your BDay!

9-25-14 Madonna + Medical Lyrics... she refused year after
year to wite a "Breast Cancer CD" with Greg! So Yale Cross
Campus leads off with the medical School Professor... A
Medical Musical. Sheldon Campbell, an associate professor in
the School of Medicine, has been teaching a class through
song. During “Medical Microbiology,” Campbell led the class
in renditions of “When the Saints Go Marching In” retitled
“When the Ticks Go Marching In” with lyrics adapted for the
course material. Campbell played guitar as accompaniment.
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course material. Campbell played guitar as accompaniment.
His other hits include “Tuberculosis,” “What Shall We Do With
the Infected Patient,” and “Fungi, Come Again No More.”

Greg's 67 th BDay this Sat. I want to spend the Day with 4 MD
women brainstorming the "Put it in the Water" cure for
breast cancer on our new iPhone6 Plus MacBook Air + Pros so
call or send money and Pardon Paper work from our Numb
Nuts 1984 II dictators to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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